
The Way of the Marketer
(in Chaos)

A Path through the complexities of the AI Revolution

Flint McGlaughlin

CUSTOMER-FIRST OBJECTIVE

To help marketer/entrepreneurs under-
stand the way we can work together to 
navigate the epic change engulfing our 
world

By challenging our current paradigm with 
a with safe, clear way forward

In exchange for their concentrated en-
gagement with the ideas expounded in 
the 2,495 words of this text.
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Are you captured in the time-perception construct of 
“eventually”? Are you in danger of “missing” the next wave?

So then, what shall we do? How shall we trade? How (even) 
shall we live?

Timing makes Genius look foolish. The “what” tends to reveal itself before the 
“when.” The tech-prophets of Science have both promised and warned the world 
of AI, Machine Learning, and all the other imperfect terms: ANI, AGI, ASI. We tend 
to accept much of the “what” while deferring (vital) action against the “when.” We 
shelter ourselves in the leeward side of the dangerous time-warping lethargy of 
“EVENTUALLY.”

Yet when a promise is true, it is (in general) just true. But not this time. Enter the new 
Epoch, where “just true,” becomes “so true,” and so true becomes “too true” – at warp 
speed. The “has been,” the “is being,” and the “will be” are so compressed as to be 
indistinguishable, so that you cannot keep up with the pace of the pace of change.

The answer is expanding exponentially beyond the scope of our cognitive 
containers. One may flounder amidst the nearly infinite possibilities. Indeed, it is 
possible to drown in a sea of the Unprioritized Unknown. We need a Path.

Good news. There is a path to the Path. And it moves not through the future-gate of 
ultimate possibility, but in the present-gate of personal possibility. Next is now. And 
next is enough. And enough, in this cycle, is best understood through the lens of 
essentialism. This essentialism, first of all, is a discipline. It is a discipline that give us 
permission to say “NO.” We say “NO” so we can say “YES.”
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But to what and to whom do we proffer this “yes”?
We must give this “yes” to a new dynamic, the dynamic that exists in the “sub-
structure” of our familiar institutions and their patterns. This is especially true for the 
craft of marketing. The word itself, so misunderstood, so maligned, represents a deep 
elemental force, a force that shapes the human project.

Its “powers” enable one to craft the signal sets that stimulate conclusions, and thus 
decisions, and thus behavior. It can be used FOR us; It can be used AGAINST us. And 
this twinning of danger and promise leads to five essential observations:

There are no (longer) masters only “the mastering. The path to expertise must be recon-
ceived. The core cycle of research-application-integration (learn it; try it; keep it) must be 
compressed into dense, tight iterations. Thus, research and training must merge into tight 
three-week cycles.

Waiting is losing; change is the new stasis. The radical adoption of imperfect process is es-
sential to the integration of working process. You cannot guess your way in; you must live 
your way in… So, if you haven’t started experimenting and adopting the new way(s), you 
are already behind the ever-steepening curve. To let criticism of the current state hold you 
back is to let yourself be trapped by a flawed human-in-time-perception-construct. Start 
NOW.

We is the new Me. You are competing against a network and so you must compete with 
a network. Community enables the ultimate human advantage. We need to form strate-
gic research-and-learn communities that work together across cycles of productive re-
search-application-integration. Your real danger lies not with your competitors. Your real 
danger lies with calcification, with hesitation, and with isolation.

Technology changes the “how,” but not the “why.” It changes the working context; it does 
not change the fundamental psychology. The essence of our marketing craft, the struc-
tured appeal to human nature has not changed in millennia and it likely will not change in 
another. It is ever more important to concentrate your energies on developing an effective 
value proposition.

Research tends to be blunt instrument. We need a razor-sharp point at the tip of our ex-
perimental spear. Otherwise, we waste cycles learning the important but not the essential. 
How do we achieve this edge? By focusing all of our research energies on the marketing 
funnel. More particularly, on changing a measurable result in the real world.
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Then what is our next step?
Leaders tend to imitate accepted patterns within their business culture. We mimic 
the external but overlook the internal values and principles that resulted in a 
particular contextual application. While this approach may work sometimes, it lacks 
the depth necessary to reimagine the new way forward. Which leads to the question, 
again, what shall we do? We may best begin by emphasizing what we should not 
do:

The next step is to form a new kind of research-and-learn community, a community 
where each of us contributes in two ways: (1) we serve our customers and (2) 
we serve each other. But beware of the rhetoric; do not mistake a crowd for a 
community. Businesses tend to “pirate” this word to describe any group of people 
from which they want “get something.”

This new kind of research-and-learn community is emerging here at MECLABS, an 
organization founded more than twenty years ago to pioneer experimentation 
in the psychology of conversion.  Our Lab built the first digital conversion testing 
program and it launched the first industry certification program, “The Fundamentals 
of Online Testing”.

MECLABS worked in research partnerships with startups and with major brands like 
The New York Times, Verizon Wireless, and The Royal Bank of Canada to develop (now 
widely used) optimization heuristics,  such as the Conversion Index: 

C = 4m + 3v – 2(i-f ) – 2a.

The next step is not to launch a new product. Indeed, at this explosive rate of change, 
the typical product development cycles are problematic. Your value proposition will be 
irrelevant before your prototype is pushed out of beta.

The next step is not (just) to launch a new business or even pivot another. Business cy-
cles, in most industries, will be wildly compressed. It will be hard to stay relevant. In times 
of turmoil, we need to transcend the (typical) zero-sum game.

The next step is certainly not to go back to college. The university system cannot even 
begin to overcome its (sadly broken) legacy model. Such institutions are better at the “te-
dious-long” than they are “imminent-now.” And while their research can generate a valu-
able finding, their leadership rarely knows how to leverage it.
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Then what is our next step? (cont)
In the fall of 2022, we invited a group of marketers and entrepreneurs to form a (new 
kind of ) research cohort. Our focus was to combine our discoveries in conversion 
psychology with breakthroughs in AI Technology. Some said we were too early. 
There were many skeptics.

But within weeks, ChatGPT launched and the great “AI Revolution” engulfed us all. 
Soon we discovered that the only way navigate the chaos was to work more closely 
together.  And so we began to organize…

5

A community is bound together by its mission and values. This new community’s 
(think organism not organization) mission can be shaped with seventeen words:

To become a vital research community of conversion-focused, supra-capable 
Marketer-Philosophers fully committed to the Summum Bonum

 ʳ “become” – The key to transformative marketing is a transformed marketer.

 ʳ “vital” – Health over scale; well-being is the goal.

 ʳ “research” – The future is the real time fusion of research-application-integration

 ʳ “community” – Though a business may fail, a community can endure.

 ʳ “conversion-focused” – Conversion is the sharp point (telos) of the marketing 
spear.

 ʳ “supra-capable” – Good is not enough; we work together to achieve the impos-
sible.

 ʳ “Marketer-Philosopher” – The action of sales should be grounded in the reflec-
tion of marketing.

 ʳ “fully committed” – Courage trumps confidence, action trumps rhetoric.

 ʳ “Summum Bonum” – We align (and discipline) our energies for the Highest 
Good.

So how is this new research-and-learn community organized?
(The Mission and the Five Values)
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So how is this new research-and-learn community organized?
(The Mission and the Five Values)
The means of accomplishing the mission must be disciplined by the values that 
define the way to accomplish the mission. And these values need to be held in 
careful balance. An imbalance is sometimes called by physicians a “disease.” Such 
imbalance can produce terminal illness for a community.

It is often the lust for scale, the pursuit of growth at any cost, that damages a 
promising community. Leaders beware. Growth is not the goal; health is the goal. 
Healthy organisms naturally grow. Our first task is to foster the conditions for growth; 
our second task is to prune the obstacles to growth. And these five values are 
essential to these two tasks:

 ʳ (authentic) Connection

 ʳ (personal) Growth

 ʳ (genuine) Service

 ʳ (generous) Sharing

 ʳ (heart-felt) Gratitude

Consider this chart. Its purpose is to visualize the power of these values in action. 
And to connect these actions with your work (amidst the complexities of the AI 
revolution). These values produce internal rewards; they produce external rewards. 
And more, these external rewards can be measured.
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So how is this new research-and-learn community organized?
(The Mission and the Five Values) (cont)

Core Value Essential Action Internal Reward External Reward Key Metrics

(authentic) 
Connection

Join a cohort A feeling of 
belonging

The growth of 
your business as 
you grow with 
others

Revenue Growth

(personal) 
Growth

Commit to the 
growth sprints 
(MEC100-300)

An empowering 
sense of 
achievement

The power to win 
a ‘yes’ when it 
truly matters

Conversion Rates

(genuine)
Service

Realign your 
energies with a 
Customer-First 
Objective

A new level of 
meaningful work

A new level of 
trust -based 
customer loyalty

Average Customer 
Value

(generous) 
Gratitude

Begin your daily 
practice

A deep sense of 
well-being

Increases in the 
quantity and 
quality outputs 
from your team

Customer Satisfaction 
Scores

(heart-felt) 
Sharing

Invite others to 
participate

A powerful 
affirmation of 
your path

Unexpected 
opportunities 
to expand your 
impact

Revenue Growth 
Conversion Rates 
Average Customer 
Value Customer 
satisfaction Scores

So how is the community organized? At depth, it is organized FOR its mission, 
WITH its values. Everything else, the resulting structure, is built upon this bedrock. 
You cannot work backwards from your product. You must work upwards from this 
bedrock. Conviction first. Strategy second.

Nevertheless, upon this bedrock one can scribe a pathway. This is a pathway from 
the outside, to the inside, and on through to the Mission. People don’t need to be 
coerced; they need to be invited. And they need a clear way to “live their way in” to 
deeper commitment.
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What is the path for entering into this new kind of 
community? (The Mission and the Five Values)
There is a natural progression, a set of sets, a series of micro-yes gates, that can be 
visualized as nested concentric circles. People move inward as they experience 
greater levels of trust.

But how do we translate these five levels into a clear path? The answer is specific 
for a particular community. And as the founder of MECLABS, I can only answer from 
the genuine community that is emerging out of our new research cohorts. Our 
community has been discovering its way forward. This is the emerging path:

Uninformed – We FIND

Interested – We WATCH

Involved – We START

Committed – We GROW

Enlisted – We SERVE
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COMMITMENT GATE ACTION REWARD

Uninformed MECLABS/
MARKETINGSHERPA 
ARTICLES/CASES

FIND AND SOLVE We discover a rich practical 
solution to an important 
urgent problem

Interested LIVECLASS (AUDIT) WATCH AND 
DECIDE

We discover a powerful new 
paradigm for transforming our 
marketing results

Involved MEC100: CREATE 
AND OPTIMIZE HIGH-
CONVERTING WEBPAGES

LEARN AND 
APPLY

We discover a unique 
approach to interactive live 
optimization and coaching
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What is the path for entering into this new kind of 
community? (The Mission and the Five Values) (cont)
COMMITMENT GATE ACTION REWARD

Committed MEC200: CHATGPT, AND 
AI — 40 DAYS TO BUILD A 
MECLABS SUPERFUNNEL

RESEARCH AND 
BUILD

We discover the power of 
Community as we research 
and build a SuperFunnel

MEC300: CHATGPT AND 
AI – 60 DAYS TO TEST 
AND OPTIMIZE YOUR 
MECLABS SUPERFUNNEL

TEST AND 
OPTIMIZE

We discover the impact of 
empowering our customers 
to refine the message of our 
SuperFunnel

MEC CERTIFIED 
(PRIVATE) COACHING

REFINE AND 
GROW

We discover how experienced 
teachers can help us 
accelerate our personal and 
business growth

MECLABS INTENSIVES/
CYCLES

ENGAGE AND 
WIN

We discover how to accelerate 
our time to results

Enlisted THE GUILD SERVE AND LEAD We discover a new level of 
meaningful impact as we help 
our community.

Most importantly all of this “path” is powered by a Research Vanguard that is 
“pushing” their discoveries and insights into the community at speed, in tight 
three-week cycles of research-application-integration. This is an imperative for the 
Community. Research, training, and tools are becoming so tightly connected that it’s 
almost impossible to distinguish the difference. And so this Vanguard’s initial focus 
may be directed to three practical areas:

 ʳ AI signaling in the channels

 ʳ New AI based tool testing

 ʳ AI-based funnel creation
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But is this community the right fit for you?
A community is made up of individuals. It’s yes(es) define it’s core; it’s no(s) define it’s 
perimeter. If it was right for everyone, it would lose the distinctiveness that amplifies 
its culture. Thus, it is right to ask if this community is a “fit” for you. How can you 
answer that question? There are perhaps three ways:

If you would like to explore this new community just come be with us during our 
next LiveClass. You don’t have to talk or share your webpages, you can just watch. 
If after watching you’d like to go deeper, you can stay a few minutes after the main 
session so we can talk together. To find out more, just email me: 

F.McGlaughlin@MECLABS.com

Reflect on the Mission and the Five Values. Passion first; reason second. Look deeply inside 
of yourself for a “draw,” a sense of attraction. Pay attention to the way you feel as you con-
template each word and its meaning.

Review the Five Levels. Live your way in; don’t guess your way in. These levels of commit-
ment form a pathway. Could this be a journey that would enrich yourself and your work? 
Could the progression of “steps” give you a safe way to explore.

(Most of all) Just get close and watch. Talk about a community is not the same as talk with-
in a community. Get as close as you can to the core, before committing. In this way, you 
are not parsing claims; You are experiencing “moments.”
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What then is the Way of the Marketer in Chaos?
Humanity first; Technology second. When we formed our new community, ChatGPT 
and the great proliferation of related and resulting tools had not even launched yet. 
Many of us were drawn together by an intuitive feeling that we were on the edge of 
another revolution – then, in just weeks the AI explosion began. Now, even as I write 
these words great waves of change are engulfing us. Yet amidst the confusion, some 
are seeing a clear way forward.

The Way of the Marketer (in Chaos) is right within the center of a new robust 
research-and-learn community. We must overcome our hesitation and truly connect 
with colleagues. We must form a conversion-focused Research Vanguard to navigate 
incomprehensible change. We must discipline our discoveries with tight three-week 
cycles of research-application-integration. We must challenge ourselves to reach a new 
level of supra-capability as we become Marketer-Philosophers. We must hold ourselves 
accountable to the values that bind us together. And thus…we must focus our energies 
on achieving the Summum Bonum.


